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Introduksjon
My interpretation 

of the task! 

My task here was to develop an authentic 
graphic design project for a real client. This means 

approaching them myself and maintaining a client/
designer relationship throughout the whole project that 

would last about 4 weeks.   I would have to manage my 
time and plan with my client when we would have meetings 
to keep the process smoothly.

 Since this is a printing project, I also had to contact a print-
er and find the best solutions for my products. I started by 
making a specific description of the project together with 

my client to be sure that we were on the same page 
when it came to the target audience, the design 

feeling, the products and other things. 
I also made a schedule to make sure that 

I managed to get the work done 
before any meeting!
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The concept and target audience
Danys drømmekaker is a Brand created for a target of people that want quality over 
quantity, people that are not afraid to pay a little more for something unique and so-

phisticated.  The concept of the brand is simplisity, elegancy and femininity. 

Research and Analysis
I used the first days of my starting-week researching all that I could about the busi-

ness, I visited Danys Drømmekaker facebook page, read the description of project over 
and over and started researching other popular cake businesses in the zone.  I found 
a few in Hordaland and two that distributed cakes and other products in the whole 

country. These companies are “the flying cake”, “Lie Nielsen”, “Solveis kaker”,  “minka-
ke.no” and others as you can see below, but I have chosen to focus on the ones named 

because of reasons I will discuss later. 

As you can see in the pictures, the majority of the logos uses sans serif and script typog-
raphy, this make them appear more friendly, more open and some more elegant. The 

majority of the logos aren’t good; most of them are also not as well-known as the four I 
have chosen to focus on. The ones I named earlier seemed to have used more time and 

money on design and advertising. 

Lie Nielsen is a simple word mark; it uses an old 
style script type, this makes the mark friendlier in 
my opinion and shows that it has a background. 
Together with the word mark they use a light 
background colour that resembles marzipan( a 
well-known product in Norway). To summarize I 

would say that the brand focus on  tradition and experience. 

Minkake.no’s logo is a mix of a logo and a word mark; they use a light 
blue colour and negative space to create an invisible circle around the 
logo. They have also used a serif typography that makes them stand 
out from the others. 

The flying cake is the most feminine and is com-
posed of a word mark and the graphic of a cake. In 
my opinion the logo could be much simpler,
 including the word mark and a butterfly for exam-
ple instead of a cake and butterflies. However the 
graphic is balanced well with the text so the logo 
works fine. 

Solveigskaker is a wordmark that resembles the flying cake, it is 
simple, feminine and uses a heart as an element in the typogra-
phy to vary the type a little.  

The mistakes I wanted to avoid on my logo were making a too obvious one, using too 
many elements or making a too complicated logo. Most of the logos I analysed were 
difficult to separate; you couldn’t use the logo or the word mark alone. This is another 
mistake I want to avoid because I believe flexibility is important for a logo. My goal 
was thereby to aim for simplicity, flexibility and the element of surprise when working 
on the brand.
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Inspiration Methods 
I used several methods to get inspire throughout the whole project. In the beginning of 
the project I started by asking my client to make a pinterst board with everything she 
believed her business should feel or look like. I started by looking at it and adding things 
I felt also fitted in the board. When I had gathered several pictures, colors, package 
design, typography and other things I started making moodboards. I made 3 different 
moodboards that would represent three directions we could take and showed them to my 
client.

We chose a mix of these that ended in a fourth mood board which represented the feel 
of the brand, or how we wanted it to feel, it was a really feminine, simple and elegant 
result. After I had done all my research and gotten all of my inspiration 
I found a paper and a pencil and started sketching.

Inspiration comes and goes even though you have developed a concept, so soon after 
my logo was done I had to seek for more inspiration to continue with the products. For 
my business cards for example I had to look at a lot of business cards and work with my 
moodboard at hand to remember the feel I wanted to portray.

When I was figuring out the packaging I got inspired thinking about cakes and where 
you find them, why do people buy cakes, normally is because they are celebrating some-
thing, a birthday, or a wedding or just a good grade on an exam, another thing that is 
normal in a celebration are presents, so I came up with the Idea of making the package 
present-like, like an elegant present just for you. 

I also got inspiration to make the symbols of the packages, pasting all the work I have 
done so far in the wall and finding connections so that I could make something consistent 
that was a good fit with the logo. This method worked as well with the “menus” that  I 
developed for the charts.  I got the Idea of making menus that people could look at 
while they were waiting for their turn or that she could have on her page for her custom-
ers to see before they ordered something.

Creative Methods 
My creative methods have always been coming up with a lot of Ideas, and studying 
them carefully afterwards. I find it easier to work on paper but some times when I am 
working with more specific effects I also like to use the computer. 

I played with everything from the concept of dreams, cakes, the double D in the name; I 
also tried out just creating a character that would represent the business. My client had a 
really strong wish to have a girl sketch made out of simple lines as a logo, so I worked on 
this concept as well. You can see my sketches in the next spread! 
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Sketchesn
After coming up with many different ideas I chose the 3 that 
fitted best with the concept and the mood board, worked a 
bit with them on illustrator and presented them to the client. I 
presented all the logos in black and white because I wanted my 
client to see the form instead of the colour when she was choos-
ing. Two of them played with the letter d and the third one 
was kind of a character that played with the gestalt principle 
of figure ground, it was a muffins and a girl at the same time. 
We decided to go with the more elegant one that was also quite 
simple and it seemed more fitting for her business. The figure 
ground one portrayed kind of a more family feeling, it was more 
childish.
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When working with the first product, the business cards, I
 wanted to make something that stood out. Therefore I started 
brainstorming again about how many different ways we could 
make them  so I thought about everything from edible, to nap-
kins, to round cards. But I wanted something cheap, simple and 
elegant so I came up with my final design. My final design uses 
the strongest element of the logo as a guide on the back of the 
card that connects the text with the Name. Here are some other 
design options that did not lead anywhere because they didn’t 
work well with the style of the brand. 

The second product was the packaging,  I wanted it to be sim-
ple and cheap so It wouldn’t have to add so much to the price of 
the cakes, but I also had to be elegant. My client also wanted 
me to make variations of the logo or “symbols” that explained 
what was inside the package.  First, I thought about printing 
the logo and variation to the cake boxes but this seemed to be 
expensive and very plain looking. I found a site that sold plain 
white cake boxes that were  really cheap so my client and I 
agreed on buying these and making a design that would be 
printed out in stickers. But then as I said earlier I got inspired 
from the thought of a gift and designed the final product. Af-
ter giving it some thought I found out that it was cheaper and 
more elegant to make badges instead of stickers that would be 
fastened to the boxes with colorfull  ribbons!  Here are some pic-
tures of other dead ends.

Ideas and Dead Ends 
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The genre I chose for my 
product is a mix of elegancy, 
simplicity  and cuteness. 

The light elngated strokes and 
the curviness of the typography 
and the illustration make the 
design elegant and simple. The 
lips and dots and colors make 
the design cute and the over-
all space use makes it simple, 
specially the circle around her, 
which can represent the famous 
circular shape of a cake and 
brings everything together. The 
secondary typography gives it a 
cute touch as well. 

The overall style of the pack-
age, the cards and the menus 
is elegant feminine, cute, and 
quite simple. I think this rep-

resents her image well! 

Style/Genre Typography 
The primary typeface is Bickham script pro 3, this is a script typography that is 

really thin and elongated, it also has long acenders and desenders, which fits well with 
the illustration of the logo and the product in general. It is elegant, it is legible and it 
is good looking.

The secondary typeface is coquette, this is a sans serif display typeface that I think 
works well with Bickham, it is contrasting because the letters are more round and 
smaller and are cuter instead of elegant, they work well with the circle of the logo and 
the dots that are ocacionally used in several designs. 

In the bussiness cards I hav used 
the typeface garamond because 
it was the most legible in so little 
size that fittet well with Bik-
cham. This is a serif typeface 
that is also quite small and round.

Here is a screenshot of when
 I was experimenting with 
different types of typography.  
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I spent quite a while choosing the colors after having selected a logo, I 
wanted to experiment with different colors that weren’t normal in the cake 
industry, but I ended up with colors that show femininity but at the same 
time are pretty neutral. The color palette is composed of cake colors, two 
type of brown, one light pink that isnt really pink, a purple color and a red/
brown color, as you can see to the right. The two main colors are the lightest 
and the darkest wich I have used a lot to create contrast in the design. As 
you can see in the bussinesscards and in the menus.

I have also used a lot of white or (paper/space) because it fitted well with the other colors and the 
design, using whitespace creates simplisity, elegancy and a proffesional look aswell. 
We bought plain white cake boxes, because of these, the package is quite simple and elegant. This look 
is achieved by contrasting the calm white boxes with light glittering ribbons with colors within the color 
palette. The final touch are the ettiquettes attached to the ribbons showing of the brand. These are 
kind of a reminder of the (to, from cards that are often attached to gifts) this gives a more personal 

feeling like a present, something that will give positive feelings about the pproduct.

The elements in the design are mainly centered because this shows elegancy and simplici-
ty because of the white space that is then formed around the object. 

Logo
The logo is composed of an illustration centered in a circle that is inside another circle, 
this can be seen as a simple circle or a plate. The circle is centred above and in correla-
tion with the text. I have also made a logo variation which can be used in clutter space 
where the logo is at the right of the text as an anchor point of a rectangle. This allows 
the logo and the text to use a much smaller space! 

Etiquettes 
 

The etiquettes I have made are really simple, the logo and logo variations are centered 
in the front vertically and the back has a dot pattern with the wordmark centered 
horizontally. 

Bussines cards  

The design of the bussiness cards is a little bit more complex but at the same time quite 
simple. In the front everything is centered (again) in front of a background of dots. The 
back of the busssiness card contrasts the front with a darker color and a more complex 
design where an element of the logo(the big D) is used as an elemetn that bleeds of the 
edge and guides the eye from the name “Dany Herbas” to the information at the bot-
tom. That is wraped to the right of the d. most of the text in the card is centered, and 
the information is left aligned. 

Menus 

The design of the menus vary in some way but stay consistent using the same color and 
the same typography and always centring the majority of the elements, the logo is al-
ways centered, either on the top or on the middle of the page. In two of the designs, I 
have used a mark that keeps all the elements together and serves as an ornament for the 

design.  

Colour Composition, Layout 
and Grid 
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Self - 
  evaluation

I am really happy 
with the result, however if I were to 

start again, I surely would have done a few 
things differently. The first thing is that I would 

have done differently is to contact a printing company 
form the start, and keep in touch the whole process, to famil-

iarize a bit more with the prices and the different possibilities. It 
would have saved me a lot of time of sending emails back and forth.  

The second thing is that I should have been stricter with the client, she 
was not sure what she wanted when it came to the brochure, and at last 
she decided she wanted charts instead of a brochure with information. 
Another thing I could have done differently was to plan a day where I 
would decide on the whole typographic hierarchy system instead of just 
the typography for the logo, I would have put it in the same day I was 
developing the colours and finishing up the logo before starting with 
the business cards! Instead of doing it while I was doing the business 

cards. Even though I stressed a bit in between, I managed to 
find time for extra things that came up and finished  every-

thing on time, I have learned a lot with this project and 
I am looking forward to future projects!
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second edition, David Airey 
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Design. David Dabner, Sandra Stewart and Eric Zempol.
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